OUBLIISM
The signatories of Oubliism have, under the glare of a nuclear starburst
Committed
to Shed tears
OUBLII!
Our tidal encounters conceive new physical realities from which we will harvest fresh
perspective.
OUBLIISM symbolises the most fundamental relationship with the surrounding reality;
with Oubliism new worlds and systems are perpetually borne from the ashes of a
withering civilisation.
we disown this life
With its simultaneous confusion
Of
Chaos noise disorder
Of
light separated in a rainbow
We are gathered here to proclaim the birth of an Oubliist physical reality where
extragalactic rhythms are captured
At a star formation rate
by the sensational shouts and fever of its temerarious continuum psyche
and in ALL its destructive interference within reality.
Here lies is the cross faded apogalactic line between Oubliism and all other physical
realistic trends.
To herald the genesis of cosmic time, Oubliism refuses the atomist attitude towards
existence. It tears to fractions
all those grand words like ethics, culture, humanism, good, evil, beginning, end,
which are only covers for
All-too-rational people
those who drown in matter-of-fact swamps
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turns words into spirited forces. The letters of the word "planet" smashed and
reshaped into globular clusters.
Oubliist inverts current norms
Invents fragile forms
Aligning itself not to the symmetry of reason but to

POSSIBILITIES that forms of expression live in all physical realities.
Modernist architecture reconfigured into dance on stage,
Botany explored for its sonic possibilities
it spreads cacophony, dissonance, atonality and indeterminacy
over all the continents
The word Oublii shows the intergalactic nature of a movement which is bound by no
golden ratio, or physical laws. Oublii is the inconceivably vast expression of our
cosmic time, the great rebellion of revolutionary movements, the physical realistic
reflexion of all those many frictions, human struggles and clashes that surround us.
Oublii demands the use of
NEW MATERIALS IN THE READING OF THE WORLD
OUblii is an organisation which has been founded in London which you can join
without turbulence. Oublii is not some pretext to bolster up the pride of
a few neo thinkers (as our enemies would have the world believe).
Oublii is a state,
you are an oubliist or your aren't. Out of Uncertainties.
To be an Oubliist means
being thrown with angular momentum by events,
being against matter that settles to the bottom of the abyss; but
it also means putting your life in a vacuum... One says yes
to an existence that seeks to grow by negation.
Down with atomist-aesthetic-ethical tendencies!
Down with failed innovations!
Down with the literary hollow-heads and their theories for improving the material
universe!
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